Solving Aluminum Deburring Challenges with Abtex Solutions
Since 1980, Abtex has provided thousands of deburring solutions to companies all over the globe. Abtex continues to
solve numerous deburring challenges because of the advanced engineering taking place inside of Abtex’s manufacturing
facility. The combination of expertly designed deburring systems and engineered abrasive filament brushes provide a
perfect deburring solution. Abtex is the only company to produce deburring systems and abrasive filament brushes that
work together in perfect synchronization.
Abtex’s abrasive filament brushes are custom engineered for specific results. The success of the deburring results
derives from the abrasive filament brushes using perpendicular force while striking the part. By using an Abtex deburring
system, you will find an increase in productivity by decreasing cycle times over other traditional deburring methods.
Abtex deburring systems are designed to properly secure your parts, ensuring accurate brush penetration is maintained
throughout the entire deburring process. Abtex deburring systems are simple to use and require little training, while
providing the highest level of safety to the operator.
Abtex Abrasive Filament Brushes Information

Custom Engineered Abrasive Filament Brush - the initial solution to any deburring challenge Abtex has solved and
the paramount of any deburring system regardless of industry or system. Results shown below were achieved with an
Abtex abrasive filament brush.
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Send Abtex your parts, and Abtex will find a solution to your deburring challenge!
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Let Abtex Take the Edge Off All of Your Aluminum Deburring Needs
Many aluminum part manufacturers are benefiting from Abtex’s most popular aluminum deburring systems. Any of these
deburring systems can be customized, or Abtex can engineer a completely new system, designed to meet the most
stringent deburring requirements. Contact Abtex Today!

In-Machine Deburring Abtex’s Abrasive Filament
Brushes transform your
machining center into a fully
functioning and productive
deburring system.
In Machine Video

Single End Deburring System Compact and powerful this system
is available in Semi-Auto or
Manual configurations. Deburr a
single end of saw cut extruded
aluminum piece ranging from
0.5 - 8 inches in height.
Semi-Auto Video

Short Parts Video

Double End Short Part Flow
Through Deburring System Deburr both ends of extruded saw
cut aluminum parts ranging from
2 - 9.5 inches in length and 0.5 - 5
inches in height at the same time
in a flow through operation.

Double End Long Part Flow
Through Deburring System Simultaneously deburr both ends
of saw cut extruded aluminum
from 8 - 120 inches in length and
0.5 - 7 inches in height in a flow
through operation.
Long Parts Video

Robotics System - Capable of
achieving the complex interface
angles essential for proper
deburring of any type of aluminum
part.

Robotics Video
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